TO THE HONORABLE DIRECTOR OF ELECTIONS,

Pursuant to the California Constitution, California Elections Code, and the San Francisco Charter, we the undersigned registered and qualified voters of the City and County of San Francisco, respectfully state that we seek the recall and removal of Chesa Boudin, holding the office of District Attorney in San Francisco County. The Mayor shall appoint a successor.

The following Notice of Intention to Circulate Recall Petition was served on February 8, 2021, to Chesa Boudin: To the Honorable Chesa Boudin, Pursuant to Section 11020, California Elections Code, the undersigned registered qualified voters of the City and County of San Francisco, in the State of California, respectfully state that we seek the recall and removal of Chesa Boudin, holding the office of District Attorney in the County of San Francisco. We demand an election of a successor to that office. The grounds for the recall are as follows: Dereliction of duties; malfeasance; egregious waste of taxpayers’ funds to the tune of nearly $400,000/annual compensation; fostering or exacerbating a culture of privileged, incendiary and politicized rhetoric towards the public; distorting of criminal justice data; implementation of a theoretical system of criminal justice which instead agitates and upends our neighborhoods causing crime spikes in every corner of our city. By definition, the public entrusts a District Attorney to prosecute criminals, yet instead every resident, small business owner and visitor to San Francisco has now become a criminal’s target, and with near impunity. The names of the proponents (business or residence addresses are on file with the elections official) are as follows: Richie Greenberg, Cyn Banister, Peter Fortune, Paulina Fayer, Peter Elden, Judi Basolo, Richard Manso, Arthur Wong, Marlene Mahoney, Sue On, Ellen Sheeley, Jonathan Chan, Leigh Frazier, Lyubov Boyko, Arkadi Boyko, Joseph Tam, Teresa Le, Krista S. Loretto, Zeke L. Loretto, Maria Vengerova, Bessie Tam, Christopher Soukup, Christine Lim, Timple Lim, Phillip Maine, Leslie C. Leone, Kenneth Fong, Nicole Markowitz, Conan Kong.

The answer of the officer sought to be recalled is as follows: Do not be misled by this Republican-initiated effort that will cost taxpayers millions of dollars. Voters elected DA Boudin to reform a legal system that criminalized poverty, punished those struggling with addiction and mental health, and targeted people of color. The old approaches did not make us safer; they ignored root causes of crime and perpetuated mass incarceration. In his first year, DA Boudin fought to: 1) Secure housing and transportation for victims of domestic violence; 2) Expand testing for survivors of sexual assault; 3) Provide support for small businesses; 4) Hold police who break the law accountable; 5) Increase hate-crime awareness; and (6) Protect essential workers during an historic pandemic. DA Boudin initiated over 4,500 new criminal cases to hold those causing harm accountable. A fringe lobby wants a recall to return to the failed policies of the past. They lie about crime, and about DA Boudin’s work to promote safety, DO NOT let them waste your money with a politically motivated recall. DO NOT provide your signature, money, or personal information to their scheme. DA Boudin is committed to public safety through building a legal system that promotes justice and enforces the law equally. The Honorable Chesa Boudin, San Francisco District Attorney, 350 Rhode Island, 400 North, San Francisco, CA 94103.

Each of the undersigned states for himself/herself that he or she is a registered and qualified voter of the City and County of San Francisco.
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<td></td>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
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</table>

DECLARATION OF PERSON CIRCULATING SECTION OF RECALL PETITION: (MUST BE IN CIRCULATOR’S OWN HANDWRITING)

I, __________________________, solemnly swear or affirm all of the following: (1) That I am 18 years of age or older. (2) That my residence address, including street and number, is __________________________ (If no street or number exists, a designation of my residence address adequate to ascertain its location is __________________________). (3) That the signatures on this section of the petition form were obtained between the dates of ________/____/, 2021, and ________/____/, 2021; that I circulated the petition and witnessed the signatures on this section of the petition form being written; and that, to the best of my information and belief, each signature is the genuine signature of the person whose name it purports to be. (4) That I showed each signer a valid and unfalsified “Official Top Funders” sheet as required by Elections Code Section 107.

I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on ________/____/, 2021, at (City or Community where signed) __________________________, California.

Signature of Circulator: __________________________________________________________ Date ________/____/, 2021
PRINT AND SUBMIT THE ONE-PAGE PETITION DOCUMENT ABOVE, SIGNED AND DATED FOLLOWING THE INSTRUCTIONS BELOW. **DO NOT PRINT ON THE BACK** OF THE PETITION. YOUR PETITION MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH THE BACK BLANK.

YOU MAY HAVE UP TO 5 SIGNERS ON THE SAME PETITION, YOU MUST **SIGN THE DECLARATION** AT THE BOTTOM.

COMPLETE THE PETITION BY HAND, IN **BLUE OR BLACK** INK.

**SUBMIT IN PERSON ONLY**

Petitions may no longer be mailed

Questions?
Email: office@recallchesaboudin.org

View the official Top Funders list at:
https://RecallChesaBoudin.org/petition/recallpetition.html
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